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Abstract — It is well-understood that increasing
redundancy in a system generally improves the
availability and dependability of the system. In server
clusters, one important form of redundancy is spare
servers. Cluster security, while universally recognized
as an important subject in its own right, has not often
been associated with the issue of redundancy.
In prior work, we developed a Self-Cleansing
Intrusion Tolerance (SCIT) architecture that
strengthens cluster security through periodic server
rotations and self-cleansing. In this work,1 we consider
the servers in the cleansing mode as redundant, spare
hardware and develop a unified control algorithm that
manages the requirements of both security and service
availability. We will show the advantages of our
algorithm in the following areas: (1) Intrusion tolerance
through constant server rotations and cleansing, (2)
Survivability in events of server failures, (3) Guarantee
of service availability as long as the cluster has a
minimum number of functioning servers, and (4)
Scalability, the support of using high degrees of
hardware/server redundancy to improve security and
fault tolerance. We provide proofs for important
properties of the proposed algorithm. The effects of
varying degrees of server redundancy in reducing attack
windows are investigated through simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely accepted that increasing the level of
redundancy in a system generally improves service
availability and system dependability.
System
security, on the other hand, is recognized as a critical
subject on its own but has not often been associated
with the issue of redundancy. This separation is
evident when managers consider further investments
in hardware.
Hardware investments, such as
acquiring more computing powers, typically aim to
improve services, to handle anticipated increases in
workload, or to better assure service survivability at
times of server failures  they are not expected to
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automatically strengthen the security of the system.
As emphasized in Figure 1, one goal of this work is to
establish the connection between cluster security and
hardware redundancy in the form of spare computing
powers and in the context of intrusion tolerance.
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Fig.1: the relations between additional computing power
with service availability and system security

The difficulty in securing computer systems
stems in large part from the increasing complexity of
the systems today and the constant innovation and
morphing of attack techniques. Despite intense
research on computer and network security, critical
information processing systems remain vulnerable to
attacks [1]. We believe that the trend warrants a new
thinking in computer security: there will always be
attacks that are sophisticated and stealthy enough to
penetrate even the best security measures and evade
the most advanced intrusion detection systems. It
follows that a critical system must support intrusion
prevention, detection, and tolerance, the last of which
fends off, limits, or at least slows down the damages
caused by successful but undetected attacks.
Our response to the intrusion tolerance problem
is Self-Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance, or SCIT [2].
The underlying assumption of SCIT is that a server
that has been performing services online and as a
result exposed to attacks must be assumed
compromised. Consequently, an online server must
be periodically cleansed to restore it to a known clean
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state, regardless of whether an intrusion is detected or
not. While this paranoid attitude may be overkill for
an average server, it is perfectly appropriate for
critical infrastructure servers or those whose breaches
result in high pecuniary losses or even the
compromises to national security. In [2,3,4,5] we
presented our designs of SCIT-enabled firewalls, web
servers, and DNS servers. We have also proposed
hardware enhancements that guarantee the
incorruptibility of server rotations [5,6]. The primary
contribution of this paper is a server-rotation control
algorithm to manage the requirements of security and
service availability.
The effectiveness of SCIT depends on constant
server rotations to limit the window which an intruder
can stay in the system. The longer this Intruder
Residence Time the greater the damage and loss. We
anticipate that the loss curve will be an S-curve of the
form in Figure 2. If the Intruder Residence Time is
less than the low loss threshold, then the cost of the
intrusion is low, while an Intruder Residence Time
greater than the high loss threshold leads to near max
loss. The low loss threshold reflects the fact that it
takes some time for an intruder to probe system
configurations, issue malicious commands, establish
backdoors, install Trojan horse programs and so on in
order to gain a foothold. The steep slope between the
two thresholds indicates that the intruder is in the
middle of achieving the “end goals,” such as stealing
sensitive information, rendering the service
unavailable and/or tampering with important data.
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Fig. 2: Loss curve: Loss vs. Intruder Residence Time

Although there is no hard data for the loss curve
in Figure 2, there are reports that can validate this
curve. For example, in [7] it is reported that in the
context of online banking, security experts believe
that a theft of $5,000 to $10,000 can be carried out
over a few weeks, while larger losses up to $1 million
are likely to take four to six months.

It is emphasized that SCIT is not a substitute for
the conventional defense systems against intrusion.
Hardening system security raises the low-loss
threshold by making it more difficult for the enemy to
obtain a foothold. In the meantime, frequent server
rotations reduce Server Exposure Times, the time
window in which a server stays online and is
inevitably exposed to attacks.
A successful,
undetected breach is contained if the server exposure
time is shorter than the low loss threshold, that is, if
the compromised server is rotated offline before the
breach causes significant damage. The hardening of
system security has been the subject of innumerable
studies. In contrast, in this paper we focus on
increasing security by reducing the attack window,
that is, the amount of time any one server is exposed
to potential attacks.
In previous research, we noted that Server
Exposure Times can be reduced by employing more
computing power to speed up server rotations [5].
The contribution of this paper is a unified control
algorithm for use in SCIT clusters to manage the
requirements of both cluster security and service
availability. We will provide proofs to the following
properties of the algorithm:
• Minimum Service Guarantee. With arbitrary
server failures the cluster maintains predefined
minimum service availability as long as the
cluster still has a required number of
(functioning) servers. Many fault tolerance
designs provide similar features.
• Server Rotation Guarantee. Server rotations, the
primary security defense of SCIT, continue with
arbitrary server failures as long as the cluster has
one server more than the required number of
servers to meet the minimum service
requirement.
Moreover, while it is well understood that increasing
server redundancy improves fault tolerance, its
effectiveness in closing attack windows will be
investigated through a simulation study. Results of
this study show that attack windows are less than 5
minutes using the same level of redundancy as the
primary-and-backup setup. Even shorter windows
can be achieved by adding more computing power,
either in the form of more powerful processors in
individual servers to speed up self cleansing or in the
form of more spare servers in the cluster to speed up
server rotations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Our previous work on SCIT is reviewed in
Section II. The contributions of this paper are
presented in Sections III to V. Specifically, we define

in Section III the configurations parameters for use by
the SCIT control algorithm and present in Section IV
the proposed algorithm itself. The results of our
simulation study are presented in Section V. Studies
in software rejuvenation and high availability are
closely related to this work and discussed in Section
VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII. We
provide in an appendix the proofs of the two
guarantees mentioned above.
II. SCIT OVERVIEW
Shown in Figure 3, a SCIT cluster comprises a
set of interconnected servers that cooperatively
provide a set of predefined services. Specifically a
SCIT cluster supports M service roles, denoted by R1
to RM, using M+1 or more servers. Without loss of
generality, in this presentation we assume an
assignment of one role per server. Each server in the
cluster periodically switches between two modes:
online servicing clients in a designated role (depicted
as a shaded circle in Figure 3), and offline for
cleansing (depicted as a clean circle). A central
controller is used to coordinate server rotations and
role assignments.
In SCIT, the central controller also maintains the
communication configuration depicted in Figure 3,
where the controller keeps two-way communication
paths with cleansing servers but only one-way paths
to reach online servers.
Consequently, an online
server or any node outside the cluster can reach
neither the controller nor those servers in cleansing.
It is this complete, hardware-enforced isolation of the
central controller from the outside world that
underlies its ability to orchestrate the operation of the
server cluster. Online servers of course must have
two-way communications with clients outside the
cluster. We emphasize that the arrows in Figure 3
represent permissible directions in communication;
they do not mandate dedicated communication
channels.
The communication restrictions in Figure 3 are
enforced by the setup shown in Figure 4. In the
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Fig. 3: A High-level view of SCIT
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Fig. 4: Enforcing SCIT communication restrictions
using simple hardware controls

figure, we use solid lines to represent network links
for TCP/IP message exchanges (such as Ethernet
cables) and dashed lines to represent wires/fibers that
conduct electromagnetic control signals. As seen in
Figure 4(a), the controller has two signal lines to
reach each server: a reset line and a toggle line. A
reset signal forces the server to reboot. The toggle
signal controls two switches that are always in
opposite states. A toggle signal followed by a reset
switches the online server in Figure 4(a) to the offline
mode in Figure 4(b). In this setup, a server can either
receive messages from outside (and thus is subject to
attacks) or send messages to the controller, but never
both at the same time. With such physical isolation
from external influence, it can be shown that the
server rotation and cleansing mechanisms of SCIT is
shielded from external influence and attacks [6]. The
survivability of SCIT server rotations against server
failures is the contribution of this work.
Part of the rotation process is to bring online
servers offline and reset/reboot them to initiate
cleansing procedures, in order to return the servers to
a well-defined clean state, called the baseline state. At
a minimum such a state includes system binaries,
system configuration files, critical utilities, service
binaries, and service configuration files. Many
services may include (part of) application data in their
baselines. In our SCIT DNS prototype, the baseline
state covers the DNS master file and cryptography
keys. In our SCIT web prototype, the baseline state
includes static HTML pages and web scripts. The
offline mode is also suitable for performing many
traditional security tasks, such as security updates and
system auditing for intrusion/abnormity detection.
Indeed, the integration of SCIT operations with
traditional system defenses constitutes part of our
ongoing research.

We do not expect the concept of SCIT to be
compatible with all types of computing systems.
Specifically, we have discussed in [2] that SCIT is
generally applicable to
• Services that are stateless in nature. Stateless
services, such as HTTP, DNS, directory services,
and NFS, enable the requests from the same
client to be handled by different servers.
• Stateful services that involve short sessions.
Many backend office and transaction-oriented
services satisfy this requirement.
In both cases, but especially for the latter, server
handovers may raise concerns. If an online server is
rotated out in the middle of servicing a client, the
client experiences service disruption. This problem
can be overcome by introducing a grace period, Tgp,
so that the central controller informs an online server
of an impending rotation Tgp seconds in advance.
During the grace period, the “retiring” server finishes
processing existing requests while new requests are
directed to a different server. To conform with the
communication restrictions depicted in Figure 3, the
task of communicating the impending rotation to an
online server is performed with an interrupt signal
from the controller to the server.
III. SCIT CONTROL PARAMETERS
In this section, we discuss the control parameters
of a SCIT cluster, shown in Table 1, using as an
example the 2DNS-3WEB SCIT cluster depicted in
Figure 5. The 2DNS-3WEB cluster supports five
roles: a primary DNS server (role P), a web server
(role W), a second web server (role W′), a tertiary
web server (role W″), and a second DNS server (role
S). The purpose of this particular ordering will
become clear later.
Table 1. SCIT Cluster Configuration Parameters
Symbol
M
P
ω[i],
1≤i≤M
Ωmin

Description
The number of roles
supported
The rotation pattern

2DNS-3WEB

P-W-W′-P-W″-S

The index of role Ri

10, 10, 0, 0, 0

The minimum value
of the SCIT cluster
index Ω

20

5

Parameter M. A SCIT cluster is configured to
support M service roles. The 3DNS-2WEB cluster,
for instance, supports five roles. A service role is said
to be active if there is an online server servicing in
the role; otherwise it is inactive. An inactive role is
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Fig. 5: The 2DNS-3WEB cluster

activated by designating a clean server to assume the
role. An active role is deactivated by bringing its
corresponding server offline without assigning a
replacement. Rotating an online server offline and
bringing a clean server online as its replacement is
called a swap. We point out that the number of
servers in the cluster, denoted by N, is not an inherent
attribute of a SCIT cluster. (In Figures 3 and 5, the
total numbers of servers are not specific.) As we will
see later, a SCIT cluster operates with any N≥ 0
servers, with the obvious restrictions imposed by the
given number of servers.
For instance, a SCIT
cluster with no servers cannot provide services, but its
control algorithm (running on the central controller)
continues to operate, waiting for servers to be
introduced. On the other hand, we do expect a SCIT
cluster to have N≥ M +1 servers in normal situations.
A Role-Ri Swap (or simply an Ri Swap), 1 ≤ i≤
M, brings the server presently in role Ri offline for
cleansing and rotates a clean server online to service
in role Ri. The 2DNS-3WEB cluster, for instance,
implements 5 types of role rotations: P Swap, W
Swap, W′ Swap, W″ Swap, and S Swap. Assume that
at a given time the cluster contains 6 servers and that
the cluster is presently in state
(P, W, W′, W″, S, c),
where servers 1 to 5 are in roles, P, W, W′, W″, and S
respectively and server 6 is in the cleansing mode
(denoted as c). If the first server rotation is a P Swap,
then the system enters state
( c, W, W′, W″, S, P ) .
Further assuming that the next rotation is a W′ Swap,
the system subsequently enters state
( W′, W, c, W″, S, P ) .
Rotation Pattern P. The central controller uses a
rotation pattern to determine the sequence of role
switches. For the 2DNS-3WEB cluster, the rotation
pattern
P − W − W′ − W″− S

dictates that the system cycles through P, W, W′, W″,
and S swaps, in that order. That is, the first clean
server replaces the server in role P, the second
replaces the one in role W, and so forth. As a second
example, the rotation pattern
P− W − W′ − P− W″− S
performs the P Swap (in boldface above for
emphasis) twice as often as others.
We will
demonstrate later that different rotation patterns can
be used to fine tune the rotation frequencies for
different roles according to their respective security
requirements.
Index ω. In many applications, some service roles
are more important than others. When a number of
servers in a cluster fail, remaining, functioning
servers must be assigned to the roles most critical to
the overall service quality of the cluster. To model
the relative importance of service roles, each role R
is associated with a metric-less integer index, ω(R).
The greater its ω index, the more important the role to
the cluster. Consider the 2DNS-3WEB cluster again.
If the cluster is left with only two functioning servers
due to the failures of others, the two must serve as the
primary DNS server and a web server. To reflect the
importance of the primary DNS and one of web
servers, we set the ω indices for the five roles as
follows:
ω(P) = ω(W) = 10, and ω(W′) = ω(W″) = ω(S) = 0 .
Notice that the particular values above are somewhat
arbitrary. The point is their relative importance.
Minimum cluster index Ωmin. We define the SCIT
cluster index at time t, denoted by Ω(t), to be the sum
of the ω indices of those roles that are active at time t.
We require that the Ω value of a SCIT cluster must be
at all times greater than or equal to a predetermined
minimum value, Ωmin. If we define Ωmin=20 for the
2DNS-3WEB cluster, then the cluster must meet the
minimum requirement by always having one server in
role P and one in role W, as long as there are two or
more servers still functioning in the cluster. As such,
a 2DNS-3WEB cluster with only two servers
provides minimum but still useful services.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the ω
indices of roles R1 to RM are in a descending order
(not necessarily monotonically); hence the particular
order we present the roles of the 2DNS-3WEB cluster
earlier. Assuming that there are κ<M servers
available, the task of meeting Ωmin is accomplished by
assigning the first κ−1 servers to roles R1 to Rκ-1.
Whether the last (and least important) role Rκ is
activated by the last available server depends on

whether Ωmin is satisfied by the first κ− 1 roles. If it
is, then Rκ is not activated and one server is kept
offline to trigger rotations. Otherwise, Rκ is activated
and consequently all servers are used online in an
attempt to meet Ωmin. The behavior of a SCIT cluster
is undefined if its Ωmin cannot be met by the available
servers.
To conclude this section, we show in Table 2 the
behaviors of the 2DNS-WEB cluster with various
numbers of servers available in the cluster. Recall
from Table 1 that the indices of roles P, W, W′, W″,
and S are set to 10, 10, 0, 0, and 0 respectively.
Moreover, Ωmin is set 20.
Table 2. Behaviors of the 2DNS-3WEB cluster with
different numbers of servers in the cluster
# of servers
1
2
3
4
5
≥6

Active roles
Undefined
P and W
P and W
P, W, and W′
P, W, W′, and W″
P, W, W′, W″, and S

Ω
10
20
20
20
20
20

Rotation
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

IV. THE SCIT CONTROL ALGORITHM

We present in Figure 6 the algorithm that the
central controller of a SCIT cluster uses to manage
server rotations, role assignments and server failures.
The SCIT_Control algorithm uses variable Ω to keep
track of the index value of the entire cluster, variable
κ to remember the number of active service roles, and
data structure Server_in_Role[i] to record the ID of
the server presently online in role Ri . The support of
a grace period before resetting an online server is
straightforward and omitted in presentation. As a
quick starter, we summarize the algorithm in Figure 6
as follows: service roles are activated by Case
(κ< M) and deactivated by Case Otherwise. Server
rotations are carried out by Case (κ= M). Details
ensue.
To initialize, the SCIT_Control algorithm sets
both κ and Ω to 0 before it enters the Main Loop and
waits for a ready clean server. This waiting step
involves communications between the controller and
servers in the cleansing mode, permissible in SCIT as
seen in Figure 3. Two cases may occur when a clean
server c is ready. If there are some roles still inactive
(κ< M), then the controller assigns c to the next role
Rκ + 1 , activating that role. Variable κ is increased by
one, and the ω index of the newly activated role is
added to the cluster index Ω. Under the normal
circumstances where the cluster has more servers than

Algorithm SCIT _Control ()
Parameters: see Table 1
Variables:
Ω: the value of the SCIT cluster index ;
κ≤ M: the number of active roles ;
Server_in_Role[i], 1 ≤ i≤ κ: the ID of the
server presently online in role Ri ;
Initialization:
κ = 0, Ω= 0 ;
Main Loop:
/* Repeat the following steps */
Wait for a cleaning server c to report the
completion of cleansing ;
Case (κ< M): // role activation
κ=κ+1;
Ω = Ω + ω[κ] ;
Server_in_Role[κ] = c ;
Case (κ= M): // server rotation
j = next_rotation (P, κ) ;
Reset Server_in_Role[j] for cleansing ;
Bring server c online to assume Role j ;
Server_in_Role[j] = c ;
Timeout Handler:
/* timeout when awaiting a clean server */
Case (κ = 0): do nothing and return ;
Case (Ω – ω[κ] < Ωmin): do nothing and return;
Case Otherwise: // role deactivation
j = next_rotation (P, κ) ;
Exchange Server_in_Role[j] with
Server_in_Role[κ] ;
Reset Server_in_Role[κ] for cleansing ;
κ=κ–1;
Ω = Ω – ω[κ] ;
Fig. 6: The SCIT Control Algorithm

roles, the first M clean servers are all processed by
Case (κ< M) to assume roles R1 to RM . This is how
a SCIT cluster bootstraps itself.
In Case (κ= M), all roles are active and the
completion of a server cleansing triggers a server
rotation.
When this occurs, the SCIT_Control
algorithm
invokes
an
auxiliary
function,
next_rotation(P, κ), to scan in the rotation pattern P
for the next server swap involving an active role.
(The second parameter κ indicates that roles R1 to Rκ
are active.) The identified role swap is subsequently
carried out, and the Server_in_Role data structure is
accordingly updated.
Under the circumstances of multiple server
failures, SCIT may have to operate without enough
servers to support all M service roles. The lack of

spare servers in a SCIT cluster manifests itself in the
absence of ready clean servers reporting to the
control algorithm. To detect the condition, a timer is
used to limit the time to wait for a clean server.
Generally when the timer fires, some less important
roles are deactivated and corresponding online
servers brought offline for use in future by more
important roles. More specifically, there are three
cases to consider when the timer fires.
Case (κ=0): there is no role active. In this case, the
timeout is ignored, and the SCIT central
controller returns to the Main Loop. Under the
extreme conditions where the cluster has no
(functioning) servers, a second waiting-for-cleanserver timeout will ensue, only to be ignored
again. The events repeat themselves until at least
one server is added to the cluster.
Case (Ω – ω[κ] < Ωmin): deactivating even the least
important active role produces a cluster index Ω
below the minimum requirement Ωmin, indicating
that the service quality of the cluster would
degrade to an unacceptable level. To prevent this
from happening, the handler does nothing and
leaves the system in its current state. In the
2DNS-3WEB scenario where the primary DNS
and a web server are the only ones in the cluster,
neither will be rotated and the system operates in
a state that provides minimum but useful services
without rotations.
Case Otherwise: if neither of the above two cases
applies, then task of the SCIT central controller
is to deactivate the least important active role in
order to revive rotations. To this end, the control
algorithm consults the rotation pattern P to
determine the next type of swap j. Rather than
immediately rotating the server in role j offline,
however, the algorithm exchanges the server in
role j with that in role κ and brings the new roleκ server (the old role-j server) offline. The old
role-κ server now services in role j. In this way,
server rotations continue to cycle through the
rotation pattern with minimum loss in Ω.
The Exchange step above must be implemented
with care to conform with the communication
restrictions of SCIT (Figure 3). The old role-κ
server must be brought offline first by a toggle
signal, before the controller communicates its
new role. A second toggle signal brings the old
role-κ server online to service in role j.
Lastly, we present the properties of the
SCIT_Control algorithm. We use Nmin to denote the
minimum number of servers required to achieve Ωmin
(Nmin=2 for the 2DNS-3WEB cluster). Precisely,

∑

N min

i =1

is

the

smallest

integer

that

satisfies

ω(Ri ) ≥ Ωmin .

• Server Rotation Guarantee. With arbitrary server
failures, server rotations continue if there are
N≥ Nmin+1 functioning servers in the cluster.
• Minimum Service Guarantee. With arbitrary
server failures, Ω ≥ Ωmin is maintained at all
times (after an adjustment period) if there are
N≥ Nmin functioning servers in the cluster.
Proofs of the two properties are presented in an
appendix.
V. PERFORMANCE STUDIES
In this section, we investigate the effects of
varying degrees of server redundancy on security.
Our primary metric is Server Exposure Times, the
attack windows for would-be intruders.
The Server Exposure Times in a SCIT cluster
depends primarily on two factors: the number of
spare servers, denoted by S, and the time that each
individual server uses to bootstrap and cleanse itself
after a reset signal. For the first factor, we consider
all offline servers as spares, including the servers in
the middle of self-cleansing and those that have
completed cleansing and are ready to go online. The
degree of server redundancy is measured by the ratio
of the number of spare servers to that of service roles
supported by the cluster, referred to as the S/M ratio.
For the second factor, our SCIT prototypes
indicate that server cleansing times ranges from 60 to
90 seconds for DNS servers, to up to 7 minutes for
web servers with 40Mbytes of static web pages
included in the baseline state. When cleansing times
are in the 60 to 90 seconds range, the bootstrapping
time of the underlying operating system is the
dominating factor. The longer cleansing times of the
SCIT web servers reflect the overheads to check the
digital signatures of the static web pages by a 1GHz
Pentium III processor. To avoid the issues of
hardware dependency, we report the Server Exposure
Times in terms of a Standard Cleansing Time, Tsc,
defined to be the average cleansing times of all
service roles supported by the cluster.
Consider a minimum SCIT cluster with one
online server and one spare server. The Tsc of the
cluster is the self-cleansing time of the web server. In
this cluster, a rotation occurs every Tsc seconds, and
the server exposure times are also Tsc seconds. In
terms of the degree of redundancy, this cluster is
similar to the primary-and-backup setup used by
many highly important and/or infrastructural services.
Because SCIT also targets these services, we use the
S/M ratio 1 as the reference in comparisons.

We created a simulation program using the CSIM
package [8] to investigate the behaviors of SCIT
clusters with varying numbers of spare servers. In
each simulation run, we start a SCIT cluster with
M + S servers being booted up at time 0. The cluster
then bootstraps itself as described in Section IV and
rotates servers following a given rotation pattern P.
The simulation continues until P is repeated 10,000
times. (For instance if a rotation pattern includes 5
server swaps, the respective simulation involves
50,000 swaps.) Results presented below are the
averages over the 10,000 repetitions of the given P.
In all simulation runs, we note that results have long
stabilized before the completion of 10,000
repetitions.
We present in Figure 7 the results of the 2DNS3WEB cluster using the round-robin rotation pattern
P−W−W′−W″−S.
As seen, the average exposure times across all service
roles conform to the equation Tsc× M / S. With one
spare, there is one swap for each role R every
repetition of the rotation pattern and hence the
average exposure times of 5 Tsc. Moving from S=1
to S=2 reduces the exposure times by half. The S/M
ratio of 1 (five spare servers) produces the average
exposure times of one Tsc. Using the (somewhat
outdated and consequently over estimated) cleansing
times of our SCIT prototypes, Tsc is 288 seconds, the
average cleansing times of 2 DNS servers (90
seconds) and 3 web servers (420 seconds). That is,
with S/M = 1, an intruder has less than 5 minutes to
penetrate system defenses and cause damages before
having to restart again. The attack window can be
further reduced to less than 2.5 minutes with
S/M = 2. We conclude that, using S/M = 1 as the
benchmark, lower degrees of redundancy still
produce relatively short attack windows, and
extremely short attack windows can be “bought” by
higher degrees of redundancy.
All roles
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Fig. 7: Server exposure times of the 2DNS-3WEB
cluster using the round robin rotation pattern

Next we use a “biased” rotation pattern that gives
priority to the security of the primary DNS server
(role P). Specifically, we use the rotation pattern
P−W−W′−P−W″−S,2
to rotate servers in role P twice as often as others.
The results of this rotation pattern are reported in
Figure 8. Compared to the results in Figure 7, the
second rotation pattern drastically reduces the
exposure times of role P. In the case of one spare
server, the exposure times of role P are reduced to
2.66 Tsc from 5 Tsc. Not surprisingly, this drastic
improvement is achieved at the expense of exposure
times of other roles. Somewhat surprisingly though,
the penalties to other service roles are not significant:
with one spare server the average exposure times for
roles other than P increase from 5 Tsc in Figure 7 to
only 5.31 Tsc in Figure 8. Moreover, the exposure
times averaged across all roles are actually reduced
from 5 Tsc to 4.43 Tsc, because of the significant
decreases for role P and only marginal increases for
others. With the biased pattern and an S/M ratio of 1
(5 spare servers), the average exposure time of role P
is 0.53 Tsc, while those of other roles are 1.06 Tsc (or
153 and 306 seconds respectively when Tsc=288
seconds). Noticing its drastic benefits to the primary
DNS and the insignificant penalties to others, we
choose this biased pattern as the default rotation
pattern for the 2DNS-2WEB cluster (see Table 1).
All roles

P-DNS

interposed by random swaps. More specifically, the
cluster uses the rotation pattern
R 1 − X− R 2 − X− R 3 − X− R 4 − X− … − RM − X,
where X represents a Role-Rj swap and j is a uniform
random variable from 1 to M . The self-cleansing
times in the simulation are generated by a uniform
random variable from 60 seconds to 420 seconds,
producing Tsc=240 seconds. The results are reported
in Figure 9. In the figure, the height of a bar
represents the probability for the duration of an
instance of online service to fall within a 10-second
interval. For example, the far left bar in the figure
shows that the probability for a newly online server to
stay online for 0 to 10 seconds is 0.0322. The largest
probability 0.044 in the figure corresponds to the
interval of 460 to 470 seconds (the (470, 480)
interval is a close second), while the smallest value
0.0093 corresponds to the interval (410, 420). The
average exposure time of all instances of online
service is almost exactly 240 seconds, or one Tsc.
However, the exposure times of individual instances
of online servicing are relatively evenly distributed
from 0 seconds to up to 500 seconds. We consider
these results most encouraging. Indeed, there is a
formidable challenge to breach a system within the
attack windows varying unpredictably from 0 to 9
minutes. Exploiting randomness in various aspects of
the SCIT framework constitutes part of our ongoing
research.
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Fig. 8: Server exposure times of the 2DNS-3WEB cluster
using a biased rotation pattern

Lastly, we investigate the possibilities of adding
randomness to server rotations. We simulated a SCIT
cluster that employs 200 servers to support 100 roles
(S=100) and uses a round-robin rotation pattern

This simulation is intended to demonstrate the effects of
different patterns. We are not advocating that the
primary DNS is exactly twice as important as other roles
such as web servers.
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VI. RELATED WORK

The concept of intrusion tolerance has been
explored in [9,10,11,12,13]. Our assumption that
undetected intrusions are inevitable and must be
treated as an inherent problem of clusters is similar to
that of Recovery Oriented Computing, which
considers software and human errors as the norm and
handles them by isolation and redundancy [14].

Simple forms of server rotations have previously
been employed in high-availability systems, where
backup servers rotate online to ensure uninterrupted
service in face of primary server failures
[15,16,17,18]. SCIT systems share many design
challenges with high-availability systems, such as the
seamless server transitions and sharing of server
identities (IP and/or hardware addresses).
We point out that in many server clusters the
term “server rotation” often refers to “rotating online
servers in servicing arriving clients,” typically for the
purpose of workload sharing. Such rotations are not
related to the work presented here. On the other
hand, our server rotation and self-cleansing processes
can be considered as a special form of software
rejuvenation [19,20,21,22] for use by server clusters.
VII. CONCLUSION

The administrators of highly critical and/or
infrastructure systems have long deployed backup
servers to ensure service availability when server
failures occur. The computing powers of the backup
servers, by their nature, are left unused most of the
times. We have presented in this paper a cluster
control algorithm that takes advantages of the idle
computing powers of backup/redundant servers to
help strengthen system security. We have argued that
the proposed algorithm survives arbitrary server
failures while providing minimum service guarantees.
It has been shown by simulation that the proposed
algorithm limits the attack windows of would-be
intruders to less than 10 minutes, using the degree of
redundancy typically seen in primary-and-backup
configurations. It has also been observed that
extremely short attack windows can be “bought” by
higher degrees of redundancy.
We have thus
established the connection of system security with
hardware redundancy, adding a new dimension to
secure cluster designs.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF SCIT_CONTROL PROPERTIES
In this appendix we investigate how the
SCIT_Control algorithm handles server failure
events. The events of new servers being added to the
cluster or repaired servers returning to the cluster
manifest themselves in the availability of clean
servers in the Main Loop. The correctness of their
processing is obvious due to the simplicity of the
Main Loop. The failures of servers on the other hand
may render the bookkeeping of the SCIT_Control
algorithm incorrect and their handling requires further
studies.

The state of a SCIT cluster comprises two parts.
The algorithm state of the cluster is defined by the
values of the data structures used by the algorithm,
that is, the values of κ, Ω, and Server_in_Role[i],
1 ≤ i≤ κ. The actual state of the cluster includes the
values of these variables in reality plus the number of
servers in the cluster N. A SCIT cluster is in a
consistent state if its algorithm state conforms to the
actual state.
In our arguments, we assume that up to a
reference time point, T0, the cluster is in a consistent
state. Further, we assume that there will be no server
failures after a second time point, T1 ≥ T0. During the
period (T0, T1), there is one or more server failure.
Our goal here is to analyze the behaviors of the
SCIT_Control algorithm after time T1, given that the
cluster still has enough servers to meet Ωmin. Simply
put, we investigate the behaviors of the algorithm
after a chaotic period of arbitrary server failures and
analyze how it resolves the problems of
inconsistency. One inconsistency problem is the
ghost servers, each of which according to the
Server_in_Role data structure is presently in some
role Ri but in reality nonexistent due to failures in the
(T0,T1) period.
We recall that Nmin is defined as the minimum
number of servers to achieve Ωmin, that is, the
smallest integer that satisfies

∑

N min

i =1

ω(Ri ) ≥ Ωmin .

Because of the requirement to meet Ωmin, we are
interested only in those cases where N≥Nmin>0. As
pointed out earlier, the behavior of a SCIT cluster is
undefined if its Ωmin requirement is impossible to
meet. It turns out that the case of N=Nmin needs a
different treatment from the cases of N>Nmin. We
start the analysis with the latter. Let us begin with a
simple observation.
Observation 1. Assuming κ=N, if there is a ghost
server, there is a spare server.
To see this, consider again the 2DNS-3WEB
cluster, whose Nmin=2. The controller “believes” that
the κ= 2 roles are P and W. Assuming that the server
which is supposedly in role P is a ghost, there must be
another server that is not in any role to account for
the Nmin=2 servers in reality. In fact, the number of
ghosts and that of the spares should always be equal.
Observation 2. With N>Nmin servers in the cluster,
condition (κ<N) produces at least one rotation in
future.
( κ<N)
⇒ there is at least one spare server
⇒ there will be at least one rotation hereafter

Observation 3. With N>Nmin servers in the cluster,
condition (κ=N) produces at least one rotation in
future.
(κ=N) and (N>Nmin)
⇒ all servers online (some may be ghosts)
⇒ timeout
⇒ Case (κ=0) is impossible for κ=N> 0.
⇒ Case (Ω – ω[κ] < Ωmin) is also impossible for
κ=N>Nmin and the definition of Nmin .
⇒ Case Otherwise must occur
⇒ a role R is deactivated; κ=κ-1
If role R was served by a ghost server
⇒ there is one spare server by Observation 1.
⇒ the spare will trigger a rotation in future
If role R was served by a real server
⇒ the sever has been reset for cleansing above
⇒ it will trigger a rotation after cleansing
Observation 4. With N>Nmin servers in the cluster,
condition (κ>N) produces at least one rotation in
future.
(κ> N) and (N> Nmin)
⇒ all servers online with κ−N ghosts
⇒ timeout
⇒ Case (κ=0) is impossible for κ> N> 0.
⇒ Case (Ω – ω[κ] < Ωmin) is also impossible for
the precondition of this observation and the
definition of Nmin .
⇒ Case Otherwise must occur
⇒ a role R is deactivated, and κ= κ− 1
⇒ If the new κ> N, we have the same condition of
this Observation and the above events will
repeat until κ is reduced to N.
⇒ If the new κ=N, there will be a rotation by
Observation 2.
Property 1. If N>N min at time T1, then server
rotations continue indefinitely.
At time T1, the cluster is in state κ>N, κ=N, or
κ<N.
Each guarantees a future rotation by
Observations 2, 3, and 4. The state of the cluster
after the rotation must also be one of the three states,
guaranteeing further rotations indefinitely.
Property 2. If N>Nmin , then there exists a time T 2
≥ T 1 such that Ω( t) ≥ Ωmin for all t ≥ T 2 .
We already show in Property 1 that server
rotations will continue with the precondition. Server
rotations are managed by Case (κ= M) and Case
Otherwise. Both follow the rotation pattern P to cycle
through active roles (active as perceived by the
algorithm).
Ghost servers in active roles will
eventually be identified by the rotation pattern for
rotation and subsequently seen by the algorithm as

being “reset and in cleansing.” Being nonexistent in
reality, these offline ghost servers will not return as
clean servers in future. After rooting out ghost
servers in active roles, the algorithm’s Ω variable
reflects the real Ω in the cluster. With Case (Ω –
ω[κ] < Ωmin) the algorithm will eventually assign N–
1 servers to the first N– 1 roles to satisfy Ωmin. As
such, the cluster eventually satisfies the minimum
requirement of the cluster and stay so thereafter.
We now turn our attention to the special case of
N=Nmin, where the server rotations will have to stop
due to the lack of spare servers. We again start with
some observations.
Observation 5. The condition (κ< Nmin) is transient.
(κ< Nmin)
⇒ one or more spare servers in the system
⇒ Case (κ< M) rotates a spare online
⇒ κ is increased by 1
⇒ if (κ< Nmin) still holds, the above events will be
repeated.
⇒ κ≥ Nmin eventually
Observation 6. With N=Nmin servers, condition
(κ= Nmin) leads to one of the two outcomes below.
Outcome 1: System settles down in a consistent
state
Outcome 2: κ becomes greater than Nmin
When the system is in the given condition, there are
two possibilities:
• Algorithm state is consistent with the real state of
the cluster. In this case, we are done.
• If there is a ghost server, then there is a spare
server in reality by Observation 1.
Let us consider what happens to the spare server.
• The spare server is rotated online by Case
(κ< M). In this case, κ is increased by one and
we have the condition (κ> Nmin). We are done.
• The spare server is rotated online by Case
(κ= M). In this case, κ is not changed and the
above analysis about condition (κ= Nmin) can be
applied again. If Case (κ< M) eventually occurs,
we are done.
• If Case (κ< M) never occurs, spare servers are
rotated online only by Case (κ= M). This
however cannot go on forever, for the rotations
will eventually go through all the roles presumed
active by the algorithm.
When a role
corresponding to a ghost server is rotated by
Case (κ= M), a spare server assumes the role
while the nonexistent ghost will not return as a
clean server. A pair of ghost and spare servers is
thus removed. A cycle of rotations through the

(presumed) active roles will root out all ghost
servers and return the cluster to a consistent state.
Observation 7. With N=Nmin servers in the cluster
condition κ> Nmin produces server rotations.
First, there has to be inconsistency in the system
with the above condition, for the SCIT_Control
algorithm is using more servers than is actually
available in the cluster. Because the algorithm
believes it has more active roles than needed to meet
the minimum requirement, it also believes that it can
afford rotations. Specifically, Cases (κ= 0) and (Ω –
ω[κ] < Ωmin) will not occur, and timeouts are handled
by Case Otherwise, which rotate servers following P.
If there is any spare server, the server will be
rotated online in the Main Loop. Otherwise, timeouts
occur to produce rotations as argued above. We are
done.
Observation 9. With N=Nmin servers in the cluster,
if there is any ghost server when κ≥ Nmin, the ghost
will be removed by server rotations.
Observations 6 and 7 guarantees server rotations
if κ≥ Nmin and if there are ghost servers. As argued
previously, ghost servers are removed after the
rotation cycles through all active roles in P.
Property 3. With N=Nmin servers in the cluster, the
system eventually settles down to the consistent state
where κ= Nmin and Ω ≥ Ωmin without server rotations.
At time T1, the system is in condition κ< Nmin,
κ= Nmin, or κ> Nmin. By Observation 5 it will
eventually be in the condition κ≥ Nmin, under which
ghost servers will be removed by Observation 9.
Without ghost servers, the SCIT_Control algorithm
uses the κ= Nmin available servers to meet the
minimum requirement Ωmin.
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